Choose your own itinerary with the launch of the new cultural programme
on the Lares Adventure
There is something for everybody on Mountain Lodges of Peru’s alternative route to Machu Picchu
as guests can now tailor make their own adventures! The Lares trail remains a 5 or 7 day luxury
lodge journey, but now an alternative cultural itinerary has been added, allowing guests to fully
immerse themselves in the unique culture of the Lares Valley. The programme is now extremely
flexible with clients deciding each evening what they’d like to do next day.
Options include discovering Andean culture in the local towns and villages, visiting ancient Inca
ruins and walks in the remote mountains. Guests in need of some serious relaxation can even opt
to chill -out in the luxury mountain lodge’s jacuzzis.
The new programme is based around Mountain Lodges of Peru’s recently opened lodges in the
town of Lamay and in the rural community of Huacahuasi (a third lodge in the village of
Patacancha is scheduled to open in spring 2016), which serve as deluxe “base camps” for cultural
tours and for day walks designed for a variety of hiking levels and abilities
Each day, those on The Lares Adventure can tailor their itinerary, typically combining half a day of
group activities with the choice of a cultural activity or a hike. For example:
5 day Lares - Day 2
Group Activity:
In the morning, explore Lamay town briefy and visit the archaeological site of Ancasmarca.
Activity Menu
(Afternoon): - Cultural activity: Visit Choquecancha town and meet with the local weavers.

OR
- Optional hike: From Cuncani to Huacahuasi / duration 3-4 hrs. / moderate / mountain pass at an elevation of 13,838´ –
4,219m.
OR
- Optional hike: From Quelqena to Huacahuasi / duration 2-3 hrs. /easy to moderate / mountain pass at an elevation of
12,595´ – 3,839 m. Overnight at Huacahuasi Lodge (el. 12,585’ – 3,835m.), located in the community of Huacahuasi, in the
Lares Region.

On the Lares Adventure, Mountain Lodges of Peru aim to provide guests with a unique and
genuine experience of Peru, mixing seldom-travelled highlands, with impossibly hued turquoise
lakes, archaeological wonders, thought-provoking Andean cooperatives, bustling markets of
artisans and flavours of the region. But most importantly, the Lares Adventure visits Peru’s hidden
communities, unchanged for centuries, where you can interact with the local people and
appreciate their way of life.
Mountain Lodges of Peru (
mountainlodgesofperu.com
) offers a 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS Lares
Adventure from £1254.02 per person and a 7 days 6 nights 
Lares Adventure
form £1632.11 per
person. The price includes transfers to and from Cusco, entrance fee to sites, permits for Huayna
Picchu Mountain, all accommodation, all Meals (except breakfast on day 1 and dinner on day 5
or 7 depending on the itinerary), guides, tips for lodge staff and additional activities upon
request.
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